Abstract. Because of its unique system features, it is very difficult for small rotor UAVs to be modeled. In this paper, the method of unmanned aerial vehicle modeling is summarized in detail. In order to achieve a good control effect, the accuracy of the model is very important for the design and verification of the control law. In this paper, the linear model and nonlinear model identification method and identification algorithm of unmanned aerial vehicle are proposed. The simulation results show that the attitude control precision is improved effectively.
Introduction
Compared to its full-size counterpart, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is much cheaper, easier to carry and more agile, and especially the rotary-wing class, with its ability of hovering, taking off and landing vertically, is very suitable for flying in low-altitude and cramped space, so it is expected to be used widely both in military and civilian domain in the future.
The Identification Model of UAV
The Linear Model of UAV. The dynamics of UAV are divided into horizontal dynamic (attitude dynamics), vertical dynamic and yaw dynamics. The main rotor's swing has a relatively large dynamic impact on the horizontal. When the vehicle is hovering, its dynamic behavior can be expressed as two first order models coupled vertically and horizontally. 
Considering the coupling of the rotor and the fuselage, the simplified model of the horizontal dynamic linearization is . Due to the dominant control role of main rotor, small UAV is more suitable for system identification. Therefore, the identification of full-size and small UAV is necessary. The linear time invariant model and maneuver mode is shown in Fig. 1 . 
Among them,
is the system output, input and modeling error. a n and b n represent the output and input time matrices of the time. k n is a time delay matrix from each input to the output. [] N represents the nonlinear mapping of positions.
The Identification Algorithm of UAV
Set the solving path domain as km km 30 30  , randomly set the initial point and the target point of the solving, set the condition as obstacle avoidance path, and set the reference height as 0. The algorithm flow is shown in Fig. 2 as follows. The purpose of identification is to get the mapping. The common tool is the neural network, and its structure is like Fig. 3 . 
Summary
This paper is mostly concerned with controller design for UAV based on its six degree of freedom dynamics. First, it gives a brief introduction to the main parts comprising UAV platform and the function of each part, and then analyzes the characteristics of the system and difficulty in designing a controller. After that, a comprehensive review and comparison is made on various modeling and control techniques.
